D4207  DEADLY GAMES  (USA, 1979; released 1983)
(Other titles: Who fell asleep?)

Credits: director/writer, Scott Mansfield.
Cast: Sam Groom, Denise Galik, Dick Butkus, Steve Railsback, Jo Ann Harris.
Summary: Horror film set in the contemporary U.S. A small town is being
terrorized by a masked killer who is murdering women. Keegan Lawrence
(Harris) is a writer for a national music magazine who has returned to her
home town for a visit. She believes the killer to be either Roger Lane
(Groom), the town’s policeman, or Billy Owens (Railsback), the
manager/projectionist of the local theater. Lane and Owens have been
buddies since their service in Vietnam where Owens was badly scarred.
Keegan devises a plan to find out which is the actual killer.
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